
SPEECH EVALUATION 
 
Student Name:        Speech Length:     
 
Judge:         
 
Delivery: 
 Eye Contact 
  3 Looks directly at the audience with interest; does not depend on notes. 
  2 Looks at the audience most of the time; frequently refers to notes. 
  1 Avoids eye contact; extremely dependent on notes or reads most of speech. 
 
 Voice Quality 
  3 Clear and well-paced; appropriate volume and inflection; uses proper grammar; dedicated to 

engaging the audience. 
  2 Projects voice well most of the time; speaks clearly with good volume; uses proper grammar 

generally. 
  1 Lacks voice inflection; difficult to hear; speaks too fast; errors in grammar. 
Content of Speech: 
 Introduction 
  3 Creative introduction; ends with a clear purpose of the speech. 
  2 Somewhat creative; purpose somewhat unclear. 
  1 Needs improvement; lacks creativity; purpose not stated. 
 Body 
  Organization 
  3 Has a clear beginning, middle, and end; follows a logical sequence that reflects thought and 

planning and develops purpose of speech. 
  2 Shows organization, but may not be sequential, well-balanced, or supportive of purpose; ideas 

are clear. 
  1 Hard to follow; ideas choppy. 
  Development  of  Speech’s  Purpose 
  3 Details and anecdotes from both the project and other life experiences. 
  2 Purpose of speech is clear; lacks specific details. 
  1 Purpose of speech is unclear and not supported with relevant details. 
  Connection between Project and Other Experiences 
  3 Connection is clear between project and other life experiences. 
  2 Connection between project and other experiences lacks clarity. 
  1 Connection between project and other experiences non-existent. 
  Evidence of Personal Growth 
  3 Describes evidence of personal growth based on goals and past experiences. 
  2 Mentions personal growth but does not provide examples. 
  1 Expression of personal growth not evident. 
 Conclusion 
  3 Uniquely insightful; makes a strong statement or impact on the audience. 
  2 Included; somewhat creative and insightful. 
  1 Abrupt or non-existent. 
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EMPLOYABILITY EVALUATION 
 
 
Personal Appearance 
  3 For men:  button shirt with or without tie; dress slacks. 
   For women:  skirts, dresses, or slacks with appropriate shirt.   
   Dress shoes for all. 
  2 Neatly dressed but lacking appropriate formality; part of outfit is inappropriate. 
  1 Too casual; inappropriately or sloppy for presentation. 
 
Personal Presentation 
  3 Positive attitude and enthusiastic; demonstrates pride in project; shows poise; clearly involved 

with topic. 
  2 Somewhat enthusiastic; involved with topic. 
  1 Lacks enthusiasm; somewhat negative attitude; disinterested with topic. 
 
Question and Answer Period 
  3 Responds completely to questions and elaborates without prompting; answers questions with 

ease and in depth. 
  2 Responds to questions but may not elaborate; answers questions, but without real depth; 

struggles with some answers. 
  1 Inconsistent; unclear statements; cannot answer multiple questions. 
 
Anticipated Employment Success 
  3 This student exhibits many traits that will be helpful in his/her future employment. 
  2 This student exhibits some traits that will be helpful in his/her future employment. 
  1 This student exhibits few traits that will be helpful in his/her future employment. 
 
In your opinion, what strengths did this student exhibit in his/her presentation? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Can you recommend any areas in which this student can develop in order to ensure his/her future success? 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




